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ABSTRACT
In this workshop, participants will be invited to try out Gli-
col, a graph-oriented live coding language written in Rust.
Participants will get familiar with the syntax of Glicol, as
well as its browser-based environment developed with We-
bAssembly, AudioWorklet and SharedArrayBuffer. In the
browser-based interface, a new form of interaction in col-
laborative live coding will be introduced too. After that,
participants can brainstorm new features together and learn
how to customise the language. In addition, there will be
a scheduled live coding performance with Glicol at the con-
ference, and participants of the workshop can choose to join
as co-performers.

1. INTRODUCTION
Glicol1 (an acronym for graph-oriented live coding lan-

guage) is a new computer music language primarily designed
for music live coding. As its name suggests, the quintessence
of Glicol is to use a graph-oriented syntax to represent the
audio graph in a straightforward manner during live coding
performances, bypassing common programming paradigms
such as object-oriented programming or functional program-
ming. Glicol has some prominent features as follows:

• Glicol is fast. Glicol has both its language and signal
engine written in Rust, a system-level language that
aims at memory safety and efficiency. With the ‘zero-
cost abstraction’ of Rust, Glicol can minimise the per-
formance loss from converting the code string to audio
float stream.

• Glicol is good at error handling. Taking advantage
of the robust error handling mechanism in Rust, Gli-
col can capture and feedback the errors such as typos
or misspelling during a live coding performance while
continuing the music based on previous error-free code.

• Glicol is intuitive. We adopt the WYSIWYG (What
You See Is What You Get) design pattern in Glicol in-
teraction, which means that the code on the screen is

1https://glicol.org
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exactly what is converted to the music sound. Muting
a track is equivalent to commenting out a line of code.
Lots of work has been done under the hood such as us-
ing the longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm
every time the graph updates. Details of the imple-
mentation can be found on Glicol’s GitHub repository
2 and the presentation at the conference.

• Glicol is friendly towards collaboration. Using We-
bAssembly [3] and AudioWorklet[1], Glicol can run on
its browser-based interface which also supports collab-
orative live coding. More information can be found on
its newly launched official website.

2. WORKSHOP PLAN
This workshop will consist of two sessions. In the first

session, participants will get familiar with the Glicol lan-
guage and its web-based run-time environment. Given the
virtual setup of the conference, we encourage participants
to browse Glicol’s website in advance to make this session
more efficient.

The second session will begin with a discussion to reflect
on the previous session and brainstorm new features. For
example, we can learn how to prototype new nodes on Gli-
col’s web interface and implement it in Rust using a given
Macro template. To illustrate, the plate node in Glicol that
wraps the Dattorro’s reverb effect [2] is written with the Gli-
col syntax in Rust. Also, participants are welcomed to give
suggestions on the tutorial compilation and the collaborative
interface design of Glicol.

Last but not the least, this workshop is linked with a
scheduled collaborative performance at the conference, in
which the participants of the workshop can choose to join
as performers as well. Thus, we may view the workshop,
especially the first session, as an online rehearsal of the per-
formance. We expect to see an iterative process in the work-
shop where we can find issues, improve the language and
yield knowledge.
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